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Using Mercurial

Basic Review

From /afs/ir.stanford.edu/class/physics91SI/src/, clone the exercise2 repository to your
physics 91SI working directory. It should have a file called “planets.txt”.

Change the title “Mean Distance From Sun” into “Mean Distance From Sun (* 10ˆ6 miles)”,
then save, check hg status and/or hg diff, and commit. Check the commit with hg log.

Making a Conflict

Remain in the exercise2 directory with the file “planets.txt”. Call hg update 0 to go back to the
old version of the file. We’re going to make two changes.

First, make the title of the distance “Mean Distance From Sun (million miles)”. Then change
“Mars” into “Marz” (yes, this is a purposeful misspelling). Save, check status and/or diff, and
commit. Your console should say created new head after you’ve entered a commit message. Type
hg log and note that the parent of the changeset you just committed is revision 0.

We’ll now push this to your submissions directory, which is different from the default directory.
(Remember that you cloned from .../src instead of from .../submissions/<username>.) Type
hg outgoing <your submissions directory>, and you’ll see that you need to add changesets
1 and 2. If you try to do hg push <your submissions directory>, you’ll see a message saying
abort: push creates new remote heads on branch ’default’!. Mercurial stops you from
pushing if you haven’t done a merge.

Merging

First, let’s specify our merging program as emacs. Type emacs ~/.hgrc and make it look like this
(with your own username of course):

[ui]

username = Alex Ji <alexji@stanford.edu>

merge = emacs

[merge-tools]

emacs.args = -q --eval "(ediff-merge-with-ancestor \"$local\" \"$other\"

\"$base\" nil \"$output\")"
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Save .hgrc and exit, make sure your X11 server is on, then type hg merge 1, which means you’re
merging the current working directory (the same as revision 2) with revision 1. Emacs should pop
up with three different buffers (aka “subwindows”) open.

The top left buffer is planets.txt.orig, which is the file from the most recent parent of the two
revisions you are merging (revision 0). The top right buffer is planets.txt˜other, which is the
revision you are merging your working directory with (revision 1). The bottom file is planets.txt,
a slightly modified version of the file from your current working directory (revision 2). Emacs has
highlighted portions of the file that conflict between revisions 1 and 2. Your task is to modify
planets.txt into a merged file.

What we’ll do is keep variant A, the one that says “million miles”, then delete all the other lines
of the file. We’ll also change “Marz” back to “Mars”. This is our merged file, so save it and close
emacs.

Try cat planets.txt and see if the changes are indeed there. Then delete the planets.txt~

file that popped up (it’s an automatic backup file created by emacs that we don’t need because
we’re using version control). Try typing hg status and hg diff, then commit. In your commit
message, make sure to say something like “Merged two revisions” in addition to saying what specific
merge changes you made.

Now if you type hg log, you’ll see that you have a new changeset labelled 3 that has two parents.
This is your merged changeset. You should now (finally) be able to push to the submission directory.

Incoming and Pull

In lecture, you pushed the directory exercise1 into the submissions directory. We’ve added a file
comments.txt into your folders in the central repository, so we want you to pull that into your
directory.

Go into the exercise1 directory and type hg incoming. This displays the changesets you are
about to pull. There should only be one, which is the changeset where we’ve added comments.txt.
Type hg pull and it will pull the changesets into your local repository.

Type ls to see the directory. Note that comments.txt doesn’t show up. This is because your
working directory is still a child of the old changeset. If you type hg update, you’ll make it the
child of the most recent changeset.

If you’ve changed your directory since pushing on Tuesday, then to see both those changes and
the new file you’ll have to do a merge before you update.

Concurrent Editing

In the exercise2 repository, create a file classyear.txt that contains a single line: “Name, user-
name, class year”. For example, mine would be “Alex Ji, alexji, senior”. Save the file and commit.

Now go back into your work directory (cd ..). Clone the following repository into your working
directory: /afs/ir.stanford.edu/class/physics91SI/submissions/exercise2shared/

Add your line to the end of the file allclassyears.txt, save, and commit. Before you push
back, if other people have been editing at the same time, you may have to do a merge. To check,
do hg incoming to see if there are any changesets, then do hg pull to get those changesets into
your local repository. Merge your current working directory with the most recent changeset by
typing hg merge and using the 3-buffer emacs. Once the merge is over, commit and try to push
your changes back. (If you’re really unlucky, you’ll have to do this more than once.)

If you screw up really badly, you can delete the repository IN YOUR LOCAL DIRECTORY. DO
NOT DELETE THE SHARED REPOSITORY IN THE SUBMISSIONS FOLDER. IF YOU’RE
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CONFUSED ASK ALEX OR ZAHAN. Just clone the shared repository back into your local work-
ing directory and you’re starting over again.

String Exercises

A couple of string exercises to get you practice with saving your work regularly and committing.
Remember, it does not cost anything (but tiny amounts of disk space) to commit, so commit at
each stage of this endeavour. We would love to see you using Mercurial to it’s fullest, and we will
be able to see if you have once you push your submission. :)

Use the stringex.py file that you cloned with the repository exercise2.

Jumble
We’re going to deal with an interesting phenomenon in our perception of language for this
exercise.
Aoccdrnig to rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, it deosn’t mttaer in waht oredr the
ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoetnt tihng is taht the frist and lsat ltteer be at the
rghit pclae. The rset can be a toatl mses and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm.
Tihs is bcuseae the huamn mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a
wlohe.

What you need to do, is make a function that performs exactly this function. Make a function
jumble that takes some text, and jumbles the middle letters for each word in the text, and
then returns the jumbled text.

Commit your code in various working stages. For instance: commit once your parse words
correctly, once they are in a good data structure, once you can jumble one word, and once
everything works.

String Blowup
Returns a version of the original string as follows: each digit 0-9 that appears in the original
string is replaced by that many occurrences of the character to the right of the digit. So
the string “a3tx2z11 yields “attttxzzz”, and “12x” yields “2xxx”. A digit not followed by a
character (i.e. at the end of the string) is replaced by nothing.

Max Run
Given a string, returns the length of the largest run in the string. A “run” is a series of zero
or more adjacent characters that are the same. So the max run of “xxyyyz” is 3, and the
max run of “xyz” is 1. Return the number of characters in the max run.

Submit

At the end of section, push whatever you have in the exercise2 repository to the submissions
directory. Remember to check hg log [-v] before you push to make sure that you’ve committed
everything you wanted to submit.
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